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Abstract
Detecting user affect automatically during real-time conversation is the
main challenge towards our greater aim of infusing social intelligence into
a natural-language mixed-initiative High-Fidelity (Hi-Fi) audio control spoken dialog agent. In recent years, studies on affect detection from voice have
moved on to using realistic, non-acted data, which is subtler. However, it
is more challenging to perceive subtler emotions and this is demonstrated
in tasks such as labelling and machine prediction. This paper attempts to
address part of this challenge by considering the role of user satisfaction
ratings and also conversational/dialog features in discriminating contentment and frustration, two types of emotions that are known to be prevalent
within spoken human-computer interaction. However, given the laboratory
constraints, users might be positively biased when rating the system, indirectly making the reliability of the satisfaction data questionable. Machine
learning experiments were conducted on two datasets, users and annotators, which were then compared in order to assess the reliability of these
datasets. Our results indicated that standard classifiers were significantly
more successful in discriminating the abovementioned emotions and their
intensities (reflected by user satisfaction ratings) from annotator data than
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from user data. These results corroborated that: first, satisfaction data
could be used directly as an alternative target variable to model affect, and
that they could be predicted exclusively by dialog features. Second, these
were only true when trying to predict the abovementioned emotions using
annotator's data, suggesting that user bias does exist in a laboratory-led
evaluation.
Keywords: Automatic affect detection, affective spoken dialog system,
domestic environment, HiFi agent, social intelligence, dialog features,
conversational cues, user bias, predicting user satisfaction.

1. Introduction
Automatic affect detection of users during real-time conversation is the
key challenge towards our greater aim of infusing affect into a naturallanguage mixed-initiative HiFi-control spoken dialog agent (henceforth
'HiFi agent'). The HiFi agent is a proprietary system of GTH (details
in Fernández-Martínez et al. [2010a]).1 The HiFi agent controls and manages the HiFi audio system, and for end users, its functions equate a remote
control (select a CD, track or radio channel, record music, change channels
etc.), except that instead of clicking, the user interacts with the agent using
voice.
Converting a non-affective system into an affect-savvy one involves a fundamental challenge of robust automatic detection of user
affect2.
Traditionally studies on affect detection from voice are
based on the acoustic-prosodical features, mostly using posed expressions [e.g. Banse and Scherer, 1996; Barra-Chicote et al., 2006, 2007;
Grichkovtsova et al., 2012; Lutfi et al., 2009a; Nicholson et al., 2000;
1

We are in the process of integrating the HiFi control spoken system with a recently developed task-independent emotional model called NEMO (described in [Lutfi et al., 2010,
2009b] for the ability to detect affect and adapt to it by means of emotional synthesized speech. A couple of demos showing the platforms of different domains used to
test this model here: http://www.syaheerah. com/?page_id=789. Previously, we tested
NEMO with the HiFi agent (HiFi-NEMO), particularly on how user affect would influence the HiFi agent's response generation using emotional speech synthesis developed
by Barra-Chicote et al. [2010], we used constant values of the dialog features to inform
affect. The next step would be to fully automatize affect detection by using the best
classification scheme, whose details are presented in this paper.
2
The terms 'affect' and 'emotion' carry the same notions and are used interchangeably
in this paper. The same applies to 'dialog features' and 'conversational features'

Oudeyer, 2003; Toivanen et al., 2004] and more recently, using reallife data or authentic affective speech [e.g., Barra-Chicote et al., 2009;
Forbes-Riley and Litman, 20ffa] and [see the state-of-art in these special
issue editorials Devillers and Campbell, 20ff; Schuller et al., 20f2]. These
studies were commonly carried out in domains such as learning, call-centers
and games and entertainment. Very few aim at identifying emotions that
influence interactions within a domestic environment. In this paper, we
present the work done in affect recognition within this domain.
There are several issues identified when using data based on authentic
affective speech when modelling detection of affect. We highlight these issues
in the following subsection, along with the approaches and hypotheses that
have been formulated to address them.
1.1. Current problems faced in affect recognition using voice
1.1.1. Challenges in identifying and labelling mild emotions
Studies using corpora of posed emotions usually deal with the automatic
prediction of basic or full blown emotions that are easily collected, often
successfully discriminated with accuracies better than chance, even across
languages and cultures [Pell et al., 2009] and served as models for real-time
affect prediction. In reality though, these prototypical full blown emotions
do not really frequently emerge within real-life affairs [Batliner et al., 20f f;
Laukka et al., 2011], much less within human-machine interactions, and were
almost absent in real-life databases [Batliner et al., 2011]. Milder or subtler
emotions are more likely to occur within spontaneous activities in everyday
life (frustration or irritation, hesitation, boredom, empathy, serenity to name
a few). For example, in the HiFi agent's first evaluation, no full-blown emotions were elicited by users, only mild colourings of certain emotions. However, it is more challenging to perceive milder emotions, even more to classify them automatically by means of machine learning techniques because
of the vague boundaries between emotions. Realistic databases also usually
have limited categories of emotions [Laukka et al., 2011; Vogt and Andre,
2005], and therefore speech with mild emotional expressions are commonly
clustered and reduced as a two or three-class problem within an automatic
classification task (e.g., positive vs negative emotion). Emotion intensities
are also usually ignored.
First, the subtlety of emotions poses challenges in emotion labeling and
machine learning tasks. A common approach using machine learning to detect affect in voice is by training the classifier to detect the correct emotion
label of a given input [see Callejas and López-Cózar, 2008b; Devillers et al.,

2002; Vidrascu and Devillers, 2005]. Labelled emotion tags are usually gathered from two or more independent expert or non-expert listeners. It is
known that this method brings its own issues, which are briefly discussed in
Section 3.1 (see the first paragraph). Instead of using the more problematic
emotion tags as a target class, why not use the user satisfaction judgment
directly? User satisfaction is a standard measure of how a system meets or
surpasses user expectation and could represent the user's feelings towards
the system (see related work in Section 5.1). This question leads to our first
hypothesis:
• satisfaction judgment can be used in replacement of labelled emotion
tags to directly model affect.
Second, one way to better detect subtle emotions as those mentioned
earlier is by looking at non-visual or non-vocal cues that involve user conversational behaviour, such as how long the user takes (in terms of turns)
to successfully obtain a particular request, or how the same request is being
repeated in different ways (same request, different words), in an attempt
to get the machine to intrepret the message correctly. In this paper, we
explore the possiblity of detecting affect using dialog features without combining it with any other types of features (vocal, facial etc.,). Thus we also
hypothesized that:
• user emotional states can be predicted from conversational features
on their own (i.e. without the need of using other features, such as
acoustic, facial, and so on), through user satisfaction ratings.
1.1.2. Challenges in collecting unmasked, bias-free data
Next, to use satisfaction data to model affect, we must first assure that
the data is reliable - that it is representative of the users' real feelings towards
the system ( bias-free). Collecting "unmasked" data though, in a laboratory
setting, comes with its own challanges.
It is strongly acknowledged that the artificiality of a laboratory environment poses a huge challenge when collecting unmasked emotional
data [Picard, 1999]. Real-world usage is very difficult to simulate in a laboratory setting due to lack of contextual information (e.g., users are given
certain objectives or missions to fulfill when interacting with an Spoken Language Dialog System (SLDS), representation of actual physical environment
etc.). Evaluators tend to adapt themselves to the less natural setting, adjust
their tolerance levels and mask their feelings or opinions of the system that

is being evaluated (either through vocal, facial or even self-reported satisfaction). This phenomenon is known as positive user bias, and is discussed
further in Section 3.3. Thus data is usually collected using a sample of users
that is less representative. Though user biases in laboratory evaluations are
known phenomena, they have not been empirically tested, at least not in
the area of Affective Computing. This paper also addresses this issue - given
the laboratory constraints discussed above, we hypothesized that:
• users are positively biased when rating the system that is being evaluated and therefore the reliability of the satisfaction data when modeling affect in an SLDS is questionable.
1.2. The corpus used
In this study, we have used a corpus (described in Section 6.2) that
contains audio-video recordings of user-HiFi agent interactions in a laboratory setting. It should be noted that the first non-affective evaluation was
conducted (using the non-adaptive HiFi agent) with the intention of only
measuring the agent's performance (i.e., ability to execute the actions requested by users) [Fernández-Martínez et al., 2008], without forseeing the
integration of any social intelligence.
2. Affective states accompanying interactions with domestic spoken dialog agents
Based on the observations of the interactions in the videos from past evaluations of the spoken dialog HiFi agent, we were able to identify a set of emotions that frequently occurred during user-HiFi agent interaction. Typical
emotions involved were contentment, frustration, confusion and boredom.
These emotions are within the same family of some of the basic emotions
proposed by Ekman and Friesen [1978] namely happiness, anger, surprise
and sadness respectively, but in finer and less intense nuances. One other
emotion of interest was self-frustration, in which users displayed discontentment towards themselves for erroneously addressing the system. We also
added neutral to represent situations where there was no particular emotion
of the aforementioned type present. This paper would however focus on
discriminating affect between two classes: contentment and frustration, two
types of emotions that are known to be prevalent within spoken HCI. These
two categories of affect represent positive and negative user emotional state
and their varying intensities (e.g., at the end of an interaction, a particular
user might have felt intensely content with the system when the user gave a

score of 5 or 'excellent' (on a 5-point scale), and rather frustrated when he
or she gave a score of 3) 3
3. Research Motivations
3.1. Modeling affect by predicting user satisfaction
User satisfaction has been used as a classic measure of user opinions
on a computer system, including SLDSs. Somehow studies concerning affective SLDS do not treat the user's opinion as a reflection of his or her
affect. A different approach is usually adopted to investigate user emotions while interacting with a SLDS, commonly involving a manual labeling task; independent judges listen to the users' utterances and then
label them with several emotion categories on a turn-to-turn basis. Human listeners do not usually achieve high agreements on these emotion
classifications [Callejas and López-Cózar, 2008a,b], even when using trained
judges [D'Mello et al., 2008]. Cowie et al. [2010] pointed out that challenges in using emotion labels are not only limited to ensuring that the
labels are correct, but also that the raters agree on those labels. It has
also been reported that perceived and actual states can be rather divergent [Tcherkassof et al., 2007], and the same goes for perceived and selfreported states [Truong et al., 2012].
It is quite apparent that the user satisfaction rating has thus far been ignored as an important variable to model users' emotional states. Conversely,
in this paper, we show that user satisfaction rating could be used to capture
users' impressions, but it is limited to the number and categories of emotions
(along positive/negative axis) as well as the types of tasks involved.
3.2. Automatic affect detection from conversational features
While many studies focus on numerous channels for affect detection,
very few have explored dialog as a potential source [D'Mello et al., 2008].
User affect could be mined from conversational elements, which are always
cheaper and are usually obtained with few or no computational overheads.
By looking for emotional information beyond the mainstream visual (facial, gesture, posture) and vocal elements (acoustical or prosodical), such
as those extracted from conversational elements, one could combine these
3

depending on the model that was chosen - different models have different groupings of
scores, elaborated later in Section 8.3.2. A score of 3, for example, may either represent a
low-intensity frustration (category Three version 2) or slight contentment (category Three
version 1)

two elements into a single decision framework to infer a more meaningful
social phenomenon. Often many socially related traits, such as age, culture
and personality are detectable from the way a speaker interacts, and are
not directly picked up from the words that are spoken [Grothendieck et al.,
2009].
Additionally, in affective computing, using tailor-made databases
with domain-specific information to model emotion is the usual practice [Cowie et al., 2010]. However, the conversational features identified in
our study are the standard context-independent features that are normally
collected in any speech systems, reducing the constraint of being domainspecific and making it more flexible to be used for training the models of
the same types of emotions in other domains, without having to redesign
the dialog manager.
3.3. Positive user bias in laboratory-led evaluations
Criticism of laboratory-led SLDS concerns positive bias, or users being acquiescent. Acquiescence bias holds that respondents to a questionnaire have a tendency to show agreeable behaviour or positive connotations [Podsakoff et al., 2003] out of politeness [Reeves and Nass, 1996;
Saris et al., 2005] - due to the belief that the researcher has a positive judgment of his or her own product and differing with this judgment would be
impolite to the researcher, or simply because it takes less effort to just favor the system regardless of its performance than carefully weighing each
optional level of good and bad scores. It is noted that user bias is quite
common especially in laboratory settings compared to the field environment
users [Dybkjaer et al., 2004] who do not have any 'moral' or imposed obligations to give positive judgments.
There are also concerns with regards to the use of predefined scenarios, in which users were denied the freedom of selecting the tasks
on their own as they would have done in a non-constricted environment [Callejas and López-Cózar, 2008c] and that they stress on taskcompletion [Ai et al., 2007]. These reasons might have caused them to ignore
certain aspects of the interaction, such as ease of interaction (or 'comfort
factor', termed by Moller [2005]) and report a biased satisfaction rating. In
our case this could be true - the fact that users were actually requested to
address a certain number of goals in a predefined scenario (a 'mission-based'
situation) might have caused them to ignore the ease of interaction. When
an individual is given certain criteria (e.g: "You should put on the HiFi
system") he or she tends to focus only on meeting the criteria for ultimate
success, regardless of the consequences. Thus users might only be concerned

about whether they have achieved a particular goal, but not with how it is
being achieved. As long as their goals were met, users were satisfied, leading
them to rate the agent's overall performance highly.
In order to ensure that the user satisfaction data in our corpus was
reliable, we compared them with the ratings from a group of independent
raters (offline users). Since these "offline users" (e.g., raters) were free from
the constraints discussed above that concerned the users, there is a chance
that they might give more impartial ratings.
4. Expected Contributions
The main contributions in this study could be summarized in three key
points:
• To show that satisfaction data could be used as an alternative target
variable for affect modeling.
• To show empirically that conversational features, a non-conventional
source, could be used as a single source to model user affect reliably
by predicting satisfaction ratings.
• To show empirically that users are positively biased when rating the
system in a laboratory-led environment and therefore the reliability of
the satisfaction data when modelling affect is questionable. We have
also suggested a solution to this problem, precisely by reusing the same
data in order to produce a valid finding.
5. Related work
5.1. On using satisfaction judgement to model affect
Several articles have defined satisfaction as an emotional response toward an object [Bailey and Pearson, 1983; Doll and Torkzadeh, 1988; Locke,
1976]. Specifically, Bailey and Pearson, and Doll and Torkzadeh described
user satisfaction as a positive or negative sum of feelings or attitudes, affecting a specific situation - in short, an affective attitude. Several studies
have also established empirical relationships between user satisfaction rating and emotion. For example, Gelbrich [2009] revealed that anger had a
significant inverse effect on user satisfaction rating (using 10-point scales),
within HCI in a self-serving device domain (i.e., mobile phone). In a similar
vein, Kernbach and Schutte [2005] showed that the user satisfaction rating

increased when service providers adapted themselves appropriately to the
users' emotions.
There have been a few attempts at modeling affect by predicting satisfaction. Engelbrecht et al. [2009] attempted to model satisfaction as a variable
of affect, using dialog and linguistic features, within a restaurant information SLDS. They used different prediction and test models, in which the
prediction model was trained with data collected from people from the campus, and then tested on interaction data collected from expert laboratory
researchers. Their approach is quite different from ours because they used
exactly the same interaction scenarios across all users (which means that
problems within the interactions might be constrained to a certain condition only) and also asked the users to rate their satisfactions towards the
system on a turn basis, while in our study, the rating is based on a session
basis. This idea is questionable because users would not have formulated
their opinions of the system at least during the first few turns. Moreover,
if a user felt negatively towards a system at the beginning of the interaction, the user would tend to remain in that negative state throughout the
whole interaction, as pointed out in Riccardi and Hakkani-Tür [2005]. This
indicates that if users give ratings on a turn basis, low ratings might be
acquired for all the turns that follow a particular problematic turn without
them waiting till the end of the interaction in order to formulate a sensible opinion of the system. Though all predictions were above the baseline,
they were not significant. Later, they attempted to model satisfaction using acoustic features, documented in Burkhardt et al. [2009]. The accuracy
improvement above the baserate is only about 5%, but by using a subset of
the data (to ensure a normally distributed data) the improvement was 14%,
however it is not significant.
5.2. On automatic affect detection from conversational features
Many previous efforts have leveraged discourse cues along with
acoustic-prosodic and linguistic (i.e., lexical such as dialog acts) information [Ai et al., 2006; Ang et al., 2002; Callejas and López-Cózar,
2008a; Forbes-Riley and Litman, 2011a,b; Lee and Narayanan, 2005;
Liscombe et al., 2005; Litman and Forbes-Riley, 2006]. Most of this work
has reported improvements in classification accuracy of less than 5% over
acoustical and lexical features. Other efforts have included problematic
turns as emotion markers. For example, Callejas and López-Cózar [2008a]
proposed an algorithm to distinguish between doubt and boredom by examining the location of problematic turns. In particular, they calculated
the proportion of problematic turns (subdialog within the same goal) to

the whole dialog history, which they termed accumulated width for repeated
problematic turns that have the same goal and depth for the number of
turns previous to that particular problematic turn. Using dialog features,
the recognition accuracy improved by 12.7% over chance.
To our knowledge, there has only been one study that reported
the use of dialog features exhaustively to detect affect [D'Mello et al.,
2008], also including dialog acts. The ideas in their work were inspired
by Porayska-Pomsta et al. [2008], both in learning context. D'Mello et al.
reported statistically significant classification accuracy above chance level.
However, there are three main differences between the present study and
theirs. First, they analyzed the emotions of learners on a turn basis thus
excluding the overall context that evolved within the interaction that might
have led to different emotional experiences, whilst our analysis took into
consideration the overall context of interaction, that might provide a more
rational explanation of the user's emotion evolution. Secondly, they addressed a larger set of emotions, but did not account for the intensities
of those emotions. Thirdly, their emotion annotation task involved trained
judges, who were Facial Action Coding System (FACS) certified - these
judges had been trained in reading emotion by detecting facial action units
according to FACS, developed by Ekman and Friesen [1978] and provided
several categories of emotion labels that were related to learning whereas in
our study, we do not need to use the more sophisticated methods to produce
statistically significant classification improvements. However it should also
be noted that their study was within a learning domain, thus encompassing
different user goals, preferences or expectations.
6. Method
6.1. User and Annotator studies
The potential use of conversational features as feasible indicators for affect detection was researched through the examination of data from two
types of study: first, the data from a user study [Fernández-Martínez et al.,
2010b]. In this study, participants interacted with our HiFi agent and at
the end of each dialog session, they assessed the overall HiFi agent's performance by giving Global Satisfaction Scores (henceforth 'CSS') based on
a 5 point Likert scale. All the interactions were audiovisually recorded and
information from these interactions were logged automatically on the basis
of various features as presented in Section 7 and stored in the HiFi-AV2
corpus. The CSS was then associated with various dialog features, which
were mined from the HiFi-AV2 log files. Specifically, the CSS was assigned

to each dialog feature vector that was obtained from the log file of an individual dialog session. For example, if the participant gave a GSS of 4 (good)
to the first dialog session, the dialog feature vector extracted for that first
session was associated with 'good'. All features were normalized by the dialog length (the total number of counts of turns in the dialog), as satisfaction
ratings were collected at the end of the interaction in every scenario.
Second, the data from the annotator study. This study was similar to the
first one, but this time it involved several independent annotators rating the
system and judging users' emotion in each individual session. These were
done by watching video recordings of users interacting with the system from
the first previously mentioned study and then providing: (a) GSS based
on the annotators' perspectives of user ratings and (b) suitable emotion
labels based on the individual user's verbal and non-verbal cues (described in
Section 6.3). Similarly, a dialog feature vector extracted from the individual
participant's log file was then associated with both a GSS and an emotion
category. This study served two main purposes:
1. To collect GSS-labeled data from two groups of independent raters
(user) and (annotator) and comparing the findings of both ratings.
Annotators' rating of the GSS is based on the perspective of the user,
in other words the annotators were asked to imagine themselves as
users when rating the system. Thus we could consider that the comparisons of both databases as that of users actual ratings and targeted
ratings (GSS provided by annotators). This way we would be able to
determine which source is more reliable to model users' affect and in
turn, the adaptation of the HiFi agent to their affect.
2. To collect affect-labeled data (using several pre-defined emotion categories). This task was not covered in the first study. Classifiers were
trained using both affect-labelled data and GSS independently. This
present paper however addresses the findings from the study involving classifications performed only on the GSS labelled data of both
annotators and users.
6.2. Description of HiFi-AV2 corpus
The HiFi-AV2 corpus contains audio-visual recordings of 19 expert users
(12 males, 7 females). 'Expert' in this sense indicates those with good
technical background and who are familiar with spoken dialog systems in
general, but have no previous experience interacting with this HiFi agent
in particular. The users were not given any incentives to participate in the
evaluation. Each user was involved in 10 interactions of predefined (basic

and advanced) and free scenarios, totalling 190 interaction sessions (190
records). This way, the user is able to explore the functionalities of the HiFi
agent guided by the number of goals he or she should address (e.g., to start
the system, play a certain CD from a certain CD player etc). In the basic set
of scenarios, users were strictly guided and only had to address a single task
- e.g. "You should try to stop the CD from playing". In the advanced set users
were less guided, and given a more complex combinations of tasks - e.g. "You
should attempt to play a track from the CD in an increased volume", and in
the free set users were not constrained, given no restriction but were told
that the tasks should focus on the three main devices contained within the
HiFi system - the CD player, tape player or radio channel. The total speech
length is 115 minutes, with average 7 minutes per speaker. More detailed
description of this corpus were given elsewhere [Fernández-Martínez et al.,
2010b].
6.3. Annotator study: HiFi-AV2 human annotation procedure
Out of 19 users, we chose 10 users on a random basis (NseSsion = 100 =
100 records) to downsize manual labeling efforts. The interaction videos of
these 10 users were then distributed among 17 independent expert annotators. As the users, the annotators were technically sound and were highly
familiar with spoken dialog systems. Most of them also have considerable
experience interacting with the HiFi agent. Each annotator was assigned to
two or three users. Since each user has 10 interaction sessions, each annotators then annotated between 20 and 30 sessions. Each speaker was assigned
to a minimum of 4 annotators. Figure 1 shows a couple of sample screenshots extracted from the videos that are used for annotation. The recordings were not split into shorter scenes (e.g turns-based scenarios), as done by
some researchers [Callejas and López-Cózar, 2008c; Engelbrecht et al., 2009;
Shami and Verhelst, 2007] to have the annotators focused on one turn at a
time. This is to avoid losing contextual information in which the whole dialogue took place, because ideally in an affective system, linguistic information is an integral part of emotion detection and generation [Batliner et al.,
2011]. The annotators were given a set of full recordings (from the start
until the end of an interaction) and they were free to label as many defined
emotions (as stated in Section 2) detected throughout the whole interaction.
They were also asked to provide a CSS of the system within the scales of 1-5
(between 1: Very poor to 5: Excellent), just as the users did in the previous
evaluation. It is important to note that the annotators were neither familiar
with the users nor were they given any information about users' ratings as

to not influence their own ratings. Additionally, annotators were asked to
perceive the politeness of the system by assigning scores of the same scales.

Figure 1: Sample screenshots from the video recordings t h a t are used for annotation.

The annotators' ratings were averaged per session and consequently used
as the final label (targeted rating) for that session. Decimals are rounded
to the nearest whole number.
7. Metrics of mixed-initiative HiFi-AV2 spoken dialog
A twofold laboratory-controlled evaluation process aimed at assessing the system both objectively and subjectively was conducted in the
past [Fernández-Martínez et al., 2008]. In the objective evaluation, metrics that measure the dialog features were automatically collected - a log file
is maintained at the end of each dialog session that captures the measurements of each of these metrics described below in Table 1. Conversely, the
subjective assessment involved the gathering of metrics directly from users
such as user satisfaction or opinion of the system. The latter was collected
through a questionnaire, after each interaction. Both the objective and subjective metrics used in the evaluation of the HiFi agent are mostly adopted
within the PARADISE framework [Walker et al., 2000].
The GSS given after each interaction session indicated the interlocutors'
overall opinion of the system, which could be a good reference of their feelings about the system. Hence, the outcome is GSS and the predictors are
a combination of quality and efficiency dialog metrics (further explained
in Section 7.1) collected from the objective evaluation. Table 1 presents a
summary of the objective metrics used.

Table 1: Dialog efficiency and quality metrics
Feature
Aspect

Metric

Acronym

Description

Turns Taken

TT

Contextual Turns

Context.Turn

System Requests

Sys_Req

Number of turns needed to complete a
scenario.
Number of turns taken where contextual
information handling strategies are applied
successfully.
Number of turns taken where the system
requests missing information from the user.
Number of turns required to accomplish a
particular goal (execute a specific action).

Efficiency

Executed Action

Help Request

Help_Req

Cancellation
Request
Silence Timeouts

Can_Req

Recognition
Timeout
System Failures
Quality

Exec_Act

Repeat Speech
Recognition

(null-efficiency) i
Repeat Speech
Understanding
Speech Recognition
Rejection
Non-Language
Understanding
Rejection
Out-of-domain
words

Dialog Time

User interrupts the interaction to request for
some help.

User promptly quits current interaction and
starts a new one.
SiLTO
Timeout occurs after silent phase of a given
duration.
Recog.TO
Timeout occurs when recognition timer
expires. E.g.: When user speaks lengthy
sentence, and violates the time limit.
Sys_Fail
Occurs when the system failed to receive IR
commands.
Rep_Recog
User repeats an utterance and system
captures newly recognized words in the
repeated utterance.
Rep_Semantic User repeats an utterance that has the same
semantic content.
ASR_Rej
Occurs when words in an utterance obtain
lower confidence score than certain threshold.
NLU_Rej
Occurs when the concepts in an utterance
obtain a lower confidence score than a
certain threshold, albeit good overall
recognition score.
OOD
occurs when words uttered are meaningless
in view of dialog goal (i.e., the system is not
able to determine any word that influences
the execution of an action).
DialTime
Time required (in seconds) to complete a
dialog.

7.1. Dialog quality and efficiency metrics
Both the objective and subjective metrics for evaluating technical
and usability facets of SLDS such as those recommended in the International Telecommunication Union [Recommendation P.862, 2001] or
SASSI [Hone and Graham, 2000] questionnaires are widely adopted by the
speech research community as a de-facto standard for assessing spoken dialog systems across various domains. These questionnaires recommend a
long list of metrics that address several aspects of spoken systems such as
quality, efficiency, likeability etc.
Among these aspects, we emphasize both the quality and efficiency (a
subset of quality) aspects. Measurements related to dialog management
are often targeted in quality evaluation because their functionality is akin
to usability [Dybkjaer et al., 2004]. At such, quality measurements are
extracted from subjective judgments by human users [Hone and Graham,
2000; Moller et al., 2007], and the values are then correlated to those from
the objective metrics to pinpoint the features that explain the subjective
results significantly. In our experiment, quality-related aspects were mainly
(but not entirely) captured in:
• Speech Recognition (ASR-Rej)
and Understanding
Rejections
(NLU-Rej) - these occur when either the recognition or understanding
confidence value falls below a predefined threshold respectively,
• and the Out-of Domain Turns (OOD) - occurs when sentences uttered
are meaningless in view of dialog goal (i.e., these words do not trigger
any action from the system).
In this study, these metrics are identified to have an important influence
on dialogue efficiency, since each of them involves dialogue turns that do
not result in any performed actions (thus termed as null efficiency metrics).
Our corpus shows that 15.2% of the dialog consists of null-efficiency turns.
These are input-related metrics that provide the most basic information
for spoken dialog systems, and are concerned with the speed and length
of the interaction on which other features are dependent. Therefore the
perceived quality of spoken dialog systems depend heavily on these qualityrelated metrics and is reflected in the user questionnaires. Moller et al. [2007]
reported similar findings where ASR, NLU and system requests show high
correlations with quality-related items in the questionnaire such as "difficulty with operation", "system helpfulness", "interaction pleasantness" and
so on.

Additionally, we narrowed down several important metrics within quality
metrics that are more interesting in view of efficiency. These metrics measure
the number of actions that are executed per turn, the kinds of measures that
are more tangible in view of the overall dialog quality:
• Contextual Turns - turns that rely on the contextual information resources for implicitly inferred information (see example in Table 2). It
is measured as the percentage of turns in which contextual information
handling strategies are successful.
• System Requests - turns where the system requests for missing or deliberately omitted information from the user. Also measured in percentage.
• Turn Efficiency - number of actions that are executed per turn.

Table 2: Context recovery using dialog history.
Turn (U:user; S:system)

Details

U: "Play track number two"
S: "Track number two is now
playing"

System provides feedback

U: "Play number three"

The user omits the "track" parameter info

S: "Playing track number three1

The value given by the user unfortunately could match both
"track" or "disc" parameters. However, the system is able
to determine the correct one between them by checking
the dialogue history from more recent to older entries and
retrieving the newest one.

U: "Five"

Again referring to the "track" parameter info

S: "Track number five selected1

Once again the system elicits the correct parameter

8. Inferring the user's emotional state based on the GSS judgement: Results and Discussions
8.1. Correlation between GSS and emotion-labeled data
The first question we had was whether the GSS can be used as an alternative target variable for modeling affect. To address this question, we
first checked the correlation between the GSS and the affect-labeled data
(both by annotators). We established a statistically significant correlation
between both - r=.29. p<.01, suggesting that indeed, GSS could be possibly
used as an alternative target to directly model affect. Though this is the
case, further studies are required to determine whether GSS could be used
reliable alternative target.
8.2. Multiple regression analyses
To determine the strength of the dialog features in predicting the GSS,
multiple regression tests were conducted on the datasets from both the studies mentioned in Section 6.1, that include: all 19 participants (190 records UserFULL) and randomly selected 10 participants (100 records - UserSEL)
in user study, and the same selected participants in the annotator's study
(100 records - AnnotSEL), leading to three multiple regression models. It is a
well established fact that multicolinearity poses a problem in multiple regression in such a way as to produce unstable regression models [D'Mello et al.,
2008; Field, 2005]. Multicollinearity exists when there is a strong correlation
between two or more predictors, causing difficulties in assessing the individual importance or unique variance of a predictor and ultimately resulting in
an increased variance of the regression coefficients [Field, 2005]. Therefore a
collinearity diagnosis was conducted, where we removed strongly correlated
dialog features on the basis of the Variance Inflation Factor (VIF) value (features with VIF greater than 10 are removed). This approach however only
reduced the number of features by 1, discarding Dialog Time. Additionally,
Help Request, System Failure and Silence Timeout were removed because of
zero occurrence, yielding 11 dialog features.
Additionally, we organized the features into the subsets as shown in
Table 1 and carried out the analyses in three steps in order to distinguish
the variability among feature types. It was not really required in this study,
however this additional analysis would give us an insight as to how much
information could be extracted from each subset. This information might be
important in the future, for example, should need arise for feature selection.
In step 1, null-efficiency features (DFNE) were included. In step 2, efficiency
features were added {DF^E+E)
followed by the rest of the features in step

3. Table 3 presents the regression outcome for each of the feature subsets
for each dataset:
• DFNE:
NLU)

Model with null-efficient dialog features only (ASR + OOD +

• DFNE+E'- Model with null-efficient and efficient dialog features (all of
the above + Exec_Act + TT + Req_Turn + Context-Turn).
• DFALL'- Model with all dialog features (DFNE
of the dialog features).

+ DF^E+E

+ the rest

For each of the models, the values for these variables (top row of Table
3) are given:
• the degrees of freedom (df),
• squared adjusted multiple coefficient correlation between the given
conversational features and the satisfaction^^,)
• the change in the probability distribution (Flange), and,
• the change in the squared adjusted multiple coefficient correlation between the given conversational features and the satisfaction(A_fi^,.)

Table 3: Mutiple regression models for GSS in all three dataseis
Model

userALL

DFNE

3,186

.009

1.581

Ai^
.009

DFNE+E

4,182

.211

12.676

.202

DFALL

6,176

.230

1.766

.019

DFNE

3,96

.021

1.699

.021

DFNE+E

4,92

.236

7.760

.215

DFALL

4,88

.261

1.786

.025

DFNE

3,96

.063

3.228

.063

DFNE+E

4,92

.394

14.100

.331

DFALL

4,88

.405

1.424

.011

userSEL

annotSEL

Mean R\dj and A f i ^ .

dfl,df2

E>2

Dataset

^change

DFNE

.031

.031

DFNE+E

.280

.249

DFALL

.298

.018

DFNE: Model with null-efficient dialog features only (ASR + OOD + NLU).
DFNE+E'Model with null-efficient and efficient dialog features (all of the above
+ Exec_Act + T T + Req.Turn + Context.Turn).
DFALL'- Model with all dialog features (above mentioned features and the rest of
the dialog features).
Bolded values: Models that are statistically significant at p <0.05.

8.2.1. Discussion on the multiple regression results
When aggregated across all three models, dialog features explained a total of 29.8% of the predictable variance in GSS regression, with 28% of the
variance being accounted in step 2 alone, as presented in Table 3. Specifically, efficiency dialog features (DFE) were discovered to be statistically
significant at p <0.05 for all models, explaining 25% of the total variance.
This result clearly suggests that efficiency features might be useful to predict users' opinion of the system. For both the experiment involving users all 19 and the 10 selected users, efficiency features accounted for 20.2% and
21.5% (see the last column in Table 3, second and fifth row) of the total
variances of 23% and 26.1% respectively. The strongest model was obtained
for the annotator dataset, with efficiency features alone explaining 33.1%
of the total variance of 40.5% - which also shows that annotators generally
depended one and a half times as much as the actual users on conversational
features in deciding the GSS.

8.2.2. Significant predictors of GSS
A number of significant predictors (at p<.05) of the coefficients in the
multiple regression models in Table 3 and their positive or negative relationships with GSS (Table 4) allow us to attest several generalizations regarding
the relationship between these features and users' feelings of the agent, which
were reflected by user opinions on the system.
Table 4: Significant predictors in the regression models for all three dataseis
Dialog features

Dataseis
userALL

CanceLReq
Recog_TO
TT
Sys_Req
Context.Turn

userSEL

AnnotSEL

—
+
—

—

—
—

userALL: User dataset with all 190 records, userSEL: User
dataset with 100 selected records, annotSEL: Annotator
dataset with 100 selected records.
+/—: feature is positive or negative predictor in the multiple regression model at p<.05 level.

A large number of turns (TT) affects the participants' satisfaction in a
negative way, regardless of whether they belong to the user or annotator
group. This finding is expected, as the greater the number of turns, the
less positive impression users are going to have about the system [e.g.
Charfuelán et al., 2000; Moller et al., 2007], or likely to get bored [e.g.
Callejas and López-Cózar, 2008a; D'Mello et al., 2008]. Heightened dissatisfaction is also related to increased CanceLReq and Sys_R,eq.
GSS increased when Recog.TO increased with the users (userSEL). This
result can be first explained in view of a common problem in speech processing, which is voice activity detection (VAD). VAD is done typically by
using several energy-based thresholds and deadlines to detect the presence
of a voice (i.e., to identify the beginning or ending of a user utterance).
However, this technique tends to be over-sensitive to background noise and
non-speech sounds from the speaker, resulting in the HiFi agent erroneously
detecting this noise as the start of an utterance. The detection of these false
starts might trigger some unnecessary recognition timeouts. However, the
agent did not give any feedback regarding the timeout but instead reacted

by immediately performing the required actions based on its understanding
of the partial user utterances that were captured 4 . The users might have
viewed this kind of prompt response as the agent being helpful and efficient.
Secondly, this view was also supported by video recordings that revealed
users blaming themselves (conveyed via various gestures or facial expressions) for not addressing the system correctly, including being uncertain
when giving requests.
Surprisingly, contextual turns (Context-Turn) negatively correlate with
GSS. At first glance this may seem counter-intuitive mainly because
contextual information was intended to expedite task delivery by introducing a repair strategy to reduce the number of system requests
[Fernández-Martínez et al., 2010a,b]. Specifically, any ambiguous situation
would be handled in such way that the system would recover the missing
information from the dialog context in an attempt to deliver the task.
Unfortunately, the implemented strategies did not measure or check the
appropriateness of the retrieved information. As a result, the system became
extremely contextual (50% of utterances involved contextual turns). Almost
every turn involved contextual information, and the number of contextual
turns grew in parallel with dialog length. Discourse information builds up as
the dialog evolves - the more turns taken, presumably the better context the
system has over a particular interaction. However, Table 4 shows a result
that is contrary to our assumption. Therefore, we decided to carry out a
subsequent analysis by distinguishing dialogs based on the quality of their
corresponding context. For example, short dialogs were grouped as those
with "poor" context and likewise, long ones were grouped as those with
"good" context.
The analysis on both the userSEL and annotSEL datasets revealed that
though in general Context-Turn is negatively correlated with GSS, smoother
and shorter dialogs (less than 5 turns 5 ) have weaker correlations compared
to those with more than 5 turns (see Table 5, first row).
This could be explained in the light of addressing goals in mission-based
scenarios. The defined goals are expected to be achieved in a certain number
of turns. Thus, possible problems during the interaction are evident in longer
dialogs; the longer the user takes to address a particular goal, the higher
4

This part actually highlights the agent's capabilities for real-time accurate understanding of partial utterances.
B
the threshold of 5 turns is based on the decreasing trendline of the GSS at approximately 5 user turns.

Table 5: Correlation between GSS and Context.Turn based on different feature
conditions for both dataseis.
Feature

Condition

userSEL

annotSEL

Length

^ 5 turns
< 5 turns

-.42
-.21

-.42
-.36

Recog_accuracy

^ .60% (Good speakers)
< .60% (Other speakers)

40***
-.18

.05
-.38**

**,*** statistically significant at p<.05 and p<.01 respectively.

number of contextual turns and in turn the lower his or her satisfaction.
Also, though the result is not statistically significant, it gave interestingly suggestive differences between users and annotators, on some questions
relating to the perception of contextual information for users who had short
dialogs with the system and those who had longer ones. Users and annotators share the same perception in view of contextuality the same way for
long dialogs but this is not the case for shorter ones - possibly pointing
towards positive bias.
We have also contemplated the view that user skill could influence the
way users perceive contextual information. For example, skillfull and more
co-operative speakers may cause the efforts to interpret user requests to be
much more reduced compared to the rest, as the first usually address the
system in a more appropriate, succinct manner than the latter. To affirm
this view, we split "good" speakers from the rest of the speakers of the
userSEL dataset based on the criterion of actual recognition accuracy (a
feature that was not included for GSS prediction and only used for analysis
purposes)- speaker group with actual recognition accuracy greater than .60%
were considered good and vice versa. However we were surprised to discover
that contextual turns significantly explain good speakers' GSS, and the GSS
were much more lower with the occurrence of contextual turns as compared
to the other speakers (see Table 5, second row). Contextual information was
intended to expedite task delivery, however these results indicated otherwise
suggesting that the system might in fact have inappropriately or ambiguously interpreted user requests and introduced unnecessary additional turns
as an attempt to retrieve the correct context. Moreover, good speakers
might have given more conservative ratings compared to the bad ones as
they might have felt that they have handled the conversation well with the

system and were less tolerable to problematic interactions with the system.
Annotators, however, had the view that is much more in line with our expectation, in that their ratings reflected that contextual information is almost
irrelevant for good speakers (r=.05). Of course annotators were unaware of
users' experiences but these results indicated that they were able to distinguish good speakers from the rest. As mentioned previously, good speakers
held clear and orderly conversations with the system thereby providing the
necessary information in every turn, decreasing the agent's effort in view of
discourse strategy. Annotators also shared our view as regards "other speakers" where there was a substantial negative relationship between contextual
turns and GSS - more turns taken in order for the system to grasp sufficient
contextual information and thereupon expanding the dialogs. Indeed, the
result was consistent when double-checked using the TT feature for other
speakers; longer turns cause significantly low GSS (see Table 6).
Table 6: Correlation between GSS and TT based on different user factors for both
dataseis.
Feature

userSEL

annotSEL

Good speakers
Other speakers

-.21
-.28*

-.12
-.59***

*,*** statistically significant at p < . l and p<.01
respectively.

Contrary to our assumption, the relationship between contextual turns
and users' affect can turn out to be either negative or not correlated at
all. A future step would also be to conduct a more exhaustive analysis such
that grouping Context-Turn into variations of appropriate and inappropriate
as done in the study of Danieli and Gerbino [1995]. In general though,
the relationships between GSS and the aforementioned features are rather
intuitive and follow the same numerical directions as expected.
8.3. GSS classification from conversation features
Real time automatic detection of emotion is vital to any affect-sensitive
system [D'Mello et al., 2008; Picard, 1999]. Hence to detect affect via GSS
based on dialog features, we applied standard classification techniques in
which several classifier schemes were used with the intention of comparing
the performance of the various classification techniques, in order to determine which technique(s) yield the best performance. The Waikato Environ-

ment and Knowledge Analysis (WEKA) [Witten and Frank, 2005] was used
for these purposes. One or more classification algorithms were chosen from
different categories including rule-based classifiers (ZeroR as baserate and
OneR), functions (SimpleLogistic, SMO), meta classification schemes (Multischeme, MultiBoost, AdaBoost) and trees (J48). A f0-fold cross validation
technique was used for all the classification tasks.
8.3.1. Positive bias in assessing HiFi SDS
The results from the experiment with the UserFULL dataset revealed
no statistically significant result - at best, only 5 percent improvement from
the baseline to OneR, revealing that GSS could not be predicted from the
dialog features. This suggests the question of whether the users were rating the system randomly or were just being positively biased. Upon closer
inspection of the data, we found that there were too few cases for point 1
(very poor) and point 2 (poor) categories, and majority cases turn out to
have 4 (good) or 5 (excellent) points. This ceiling effect in reporting the
GSS suggested that users might have been acquiescent when assessing the
HiFi agent. In light of this discovery, we studied the correlation between
GSS and the actual recognition accuracy, to confirm that the scores were
biased. Weak correlation between the users' GSS and the actual recognition
accuracy (r=.15) explained that users rated the system more favourably
and were less critical towards the agent. Conversely , on the other hand,
the annotators depended on this criterion significantly (r=.36, p<.01) to do
the same.
The relationships above indeed confirmed that users have been undoubtedly biased or acquiescent. As for the annotators, since they were not provided with any predefined scenarios, they gave more impartial ratings.
8.3.2. Data redistribution
The reduced sample size for the userSEL and annotSEL datasets (from
N=190 to N=100) resulted in unbalanced data - the datasets consist of
some samples with less than two cases of the same outcome (e.g: only one
single case of point 1 score for very poor). Thus to obtain a more uniform
distribution, samples with similar outcomes were grouped together, and this
was repeated five times to satisfy all combinations of classification problems
as shown in Table 7. This way we were also able to determine which clusters
obtained optimized classifications. To better view the skewed distribution of
these labels, the distribution of each grouping over the entire set is shown.

Table 7: Datasets re-clustered according to similarity of score points into all possible
combinations of classes
Label
Category
Five (original class)
% distribution (U, A)

very poor
1

poor
2
5, 16

satisfactory
3
22, 36

good
4
33, 29

excellent
5
38, 18

Four
% distribution (U, A)

-

1,2
7, 17

3
22, 36

4
33, 29

5
38, 18

Three (version 1)
% distribution (U, A)

-

1,2
7, 17

3
22, 36

4,5
71, 49

-

Three (version 2)
% distribution (U, A)

-

1,2,3
29, 53

-

4
33, 29

5
38, 18

Two (version 1)
% distribution (U, A)

-

1,2,3
29, 53

-

4,5
71, 47

-

Two (version 2)
% distribution (U, A)

-

1,2
7, 17

-

3,4,5
93, 83

-

2, 1

All eight classifiers were evaluated on the UserSEL and AnnotSEL
datasets across six categories. Table 8 presents the statistically significant
improvements in classification results over baserate in percentage accuracy.
The following section reports the effects from the analysis carried out using
a factorial two-way independent analysis of variance (ANOVA).

Table 8: Comparisons of significant improvements of classifications in label accuracy (above) and Fl-score (below) in detecting
GSS from conversational features for both user and annotator dataseis
Category

Classifiers

Five
Four
Three (version 1)
Three (version 2)
Two (version 1)
Two (version 2)

Base
U
38.0
38.0
71.0
38.0
71.0
93.0

rate
A
36.0
36.0
47.0
53.0
53.0
83.0

Five
Four
Three (version 1)
Three (version 2)
Two (version 1)
Two (version 2)

0.21
0.21
0.59
0.21
0.59
0.90

0.19
0.19
0.30
0.37
0.37
0.75

OneR
U
-

SiLog
A

U

61.3

-

0.43
0.42
0.40

A
49.3
53.1
64.0

U

A
44.6
43.4
61.1

50.7
75.0

-

0.39
0.40
0.52
0.58
0.59

SMO

-

0.36

0.46

0.40

0.35

0.35

0.50

0.40

0.34

0.62
0.58

0.70

0.74
0.82

U
-

74.4
-

0.45

Ord

0.56
0.48

0.50
0.74

0.31

A
51.3
52.0
62.5
69.4
-

0.47
0.48
0.60
0.61
0.69
0.82

MulS
U A
-

MulB
U
-

AdaB
A

U
-

71.2
-

0.28
0.30
0.32

J48
A

74.4

0.28
0.30
0.32

A

59.0

-

0.29
0.29
0.48
0.45
0.71

U
-

69.4
-

0.29
0.29
0.48
0.46
0.74

OneR= Rules.OneR, SiLog= Functions.SimpleLogistics, SMO= Functions.SMO, O r d = Meta.Ordinal, MulS= Meta.MultiScheme, MulB= Meta.MultiBoost,
AdaB=Meta.Adaboost, J48= Trees.J48
U = Experiment using UserSEL data, A = Experiment using AnnotSEL data
Only results that are statistically significant at p<.05 are shown to facilitate readability

A three-factor independent ANOVA was performed in order to evaluate
the performance of the classifiers in classifying GSS from the dialog features,
and to investigate the main effects between each of the three factors and
the improvement of classification accuracy above the baserate, as well as
how these factors interact among each other. The first factor subject type,
consists of two levels, user and annotator, second factor classifier, involved
nine levels: all the various classifiers mentioned in Section 8.3. The last
factor was the class category, composing six levels: the data regrouped into
the categories presented in Table 7. The results are presented in Figure 2.
The results showed that there was no significant interaction between
categories and classifiers.
8.3.3. Comparisons across subject types
ANOVA results revealed that there was a significant effect of the subject
type (see Table 8, figure 2(a)), on the classification improvement (in % accuracy), F(l,40)=83.07, p<.001, partial r?2=.68. As indicated in figure 2(c),
at least three classifiers that were evaluated on the annotator data showed
significant improvement over the baserate in each category, with the exception to categories two and three (both version 2). On the other hand, the
classifiers evaluated on user data mostly revealed worse results than baserate
with exception of SMO, which improved significantly over baserate for category three (version 2) (see figure 2(c)). This indicates that most classifiers
were able to predict the GSS from dialog features based on annotator data,
suggesting that the annotators were more impartial when judging the HiFi
agent.
8.3.4- Comparisons across classifiers
There was a significant effect of the classifiers on the improvement of classification accuracy over the baserate, F(8,40)=7.82, p<.001, partial r?2=.61.
Bonferonni post hoc test revealed that Simple Logistics classifier yielded
the best performance (Ms¿¿0fl=7.72, SD=8.04) and is significantly better
(p<.05) than the meta and tree based classifiers (see Figure 2(b)).
8.3.5. Comparisons across categories
The ANOVA results indicated that there was a significant main effect of
the categories (various groupings) on the improvement of classification accuracy over the baserate, F(5,40)=7.52, p<.001, partial r?2=.48. Bonferonni
post hoc pointed that the classifiers performed best when discriminating two
classes (2V1), in which points 1,2 and 3 are collectively tagged as poor and
point 4 and 5 as good, and was significantly higher than only category 2V2

(Afcaí2Vi=6.58, SD=9.7). However, when point 3 was tagged as good in the
other version of the two-class problem (2V2), the result was contrary (see
Figure 2(c)) - the classifers' performances were significantly worse than the
rest of the categories (MC(lt2y2=--69, SD=1.63), suggesting that point 3 is a
better representation of poor rather than good. In other words, when participants gave a GSS of point 3, they probably were mildly frustrated with
the system, rather than mildly contented. Category 4 showed the next best
improvement rate (Mcat4= 3.72, SD=6.27). Considering that the difference
in the mean in the improvement rate between category 2V1 and 4 are not
significant, this four-class classification model was chosen as the model for
real-time affect detection for the affect-adaptable version of the HiFi agent
(HiFi-NEMO) instead of the two-class (2V1) model, because classifiers are
able to discriminate more varieties of classes. As such, this would also allow
HiFi-NEMO to have a richer response generation model (to respond to requests with appropriate prosody, emotion intensity and content depending
on the different perceived user affect).
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Figure 2: Improvement accuracy in percentage by (a): subject type, (b): classifier
type and (c): class category: 5: Five, 4: Four, 3V1: Three (version 1), 3V2: Three
(version 2), 2V1: Two (version 1), 2V2: Two (version 2)

9. Conclusions and Current directions
This section concludes the findings contributed in this paper and briefly
discusses the current directions of this work.
• Modeling satisfaction as a variable of affect. Our first main contribution is to show that GSS could be used as an alternative target variable
for affect modeling, however limited to the number and types of emotions, and also the tasks involved within a particular domain. Several
findings, including ours, revealed that satisfaction rating reflects user
affect. We showed that there was a significant correlation between
satisfaction and affect labeled data, although further study is required
to determine whether GSS could be used as reliable predictors in place
of emotion labels. In this study, ratings were given at the end of the
interaction and not on the basis of turns, thus users and annotators
have presumably captured a broader scope of contextual information
that evolves over a series of turns leading them to experience certain emotions, mostly frustration or contentment. Most studies on
affect-adaptive SLDS use the service of human raters to gather affectlabeled data, but often possess low interrater agreements. Following
this, D'Mello et al. [2008] pointed out an interesting question; that if
humans (especially trained raters) have a low consensus in classifying the emotions of others, how reliable can emotion classifications by
machines be? Thus a future direction would be to compare emotion
classifications that are evaluated on emotion-labeled data and those
evaluated on satisfaction-labeled data (current results).
• Using conversational features to model affect. Our second main contribution in this paper is to show empirically that conversational features,
a non-conventional source, could be used as a single source to model
user affect reliably by predicting satisfaction ratings in HCI within a
limited-task domestic domain. The conversational features were used
as affect predictors and the GSS was the target. For this task we
used an annotation method that is less sophisticated (such as the use
of untrained judges to rate satisfaction instead of rating emotions)
and smaller array of features for classification tasks. Nevertheless,
emotion classification improvements achieved statistically significant
results over baserate.
• Bias detection. Lastly, we showed that users are positively biased when
rating the system and therefore the reliability of the satisfaction data

when modeling affect in an SLDS is questionable. We empirically detected user bias within a laboratory-led evaluation. Whilst we demonstrated that in general, conversational features could predict frustration and contentment (and the intensities of these emotions) from satisfaction ratings, predicting them using data obtained directly from
users were not possible. We found that users were inclined to inflate
the agent's performance by evaluating the system favourably regardless of its actual performance, and thus 'masked' their satisfactions.
It is a known fact that it is almost impossible to totally simulate a
real world environment in a laboratory, and therefore laboratory data
on emotions often cannot be generalized throughout the population.
While we are not claiming external validity, we argue that the data
could be reused in order to produce a valid finding. We did this by asking annotators to rate satisfactions as imaginary users. Classifications
were evaluated on both these actual and target datasets. The results
revealed that satisfaction from the latter were significantly predictable,
but not from the former, suggesting that when not constrained in a
laboratory setting, users (in this case, annotators) were more impartial. Thus, by comparing users' and annotators' datasets, we were
able to detect positive bias. In future evaluations (using the same
types of scenarios), we would use the annotators' data as a baseline
for detecting user bias.
• Contextual information paradox. The negative relationship between
Context-Turn and satisfaction led to an interesting discovery, in which
user skill was identified as an important factor to this paradox. The
effects of contextual turns differ substantially between good and bad
speakers, whereby the former almost did not depend on the agent's
contextual handling strategies (almost no correlation), as they addressed their goals in fewer turns compared to the latter. This finding
suggests that Context-Turn could be a strong clue in identifying user
experience.
Future work involves developing a suitable response generation model
according to the various intensities of user frustration and contentment. We
will also analyze the impact of the said generation model on user experience,
other than user affect, by incorporating a personality model. For example,
a novice user may prefer a dominant agent that is more verbose, explicit
and directive, whilst an expert user may favour a submissive system that is
more user-led, as suggested in Mairesse et al. [2007]; Reeves and Nass [1996].

Thus, the agent may need to respond differently to a frustrated novice user
than to a frustrated expert one. Finally, we will conduct a series of cross
evaluations between users and adaptable/non-adaptable versions of the HiFi
agent and compare the findings.
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